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Acid rain ppt templates free

93% of Fortune 1000 companies use our Standing Ovation AwardWinner: Best PowerPointTemplate Collection Network Solutions products with secure SSL encryption. 200,000+ satisfied customers worldwide! Crystal Templates Image Source: Shutterstock 26,540 Views Area: Chandigarh., Madhya
Marg, Sector 10, Sector 16, Se... Courses: Mathematics, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Natural Sciences, Social... Contact these Institutes 1 Environment (acid rain)This PowerPoint presentation was downloaded from Presentation by [Keith Kelly]. © Copyright Macmillan Publishers Ltd 2009. 2 To do ...
1. Do Exercise 1 on the worksheet: Label the chart.2. Exercise 2 on the worksheet: Customize the images with the correct caption. 3 4 5 6 Now ... 4. Practice 3 on the worksheet, tune the parts of the sentences. 7 Presentation 5. Use the PPT template to practice talking about the environment. In pairs,
alternating, the other talking, the other listening, then exchanging roles. In groups, use the template to prepare a presentation about the environment. Free Toxic PPT Template is an informative topic. The master foil shows smoke coming from the chimney of a factory. Students of general sciences,
chemistry and chemical engineering can prepare a lecture on air toxins. Describe the basics of air pollution using authentic information from the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Write a thesis about toxic chemicals and their health effects. Use this free Environmental PowerPoint
topic to highlight the causes and effects of pollution. Debate on the construction of factories in areas of human settlement. Discuss how factories affect wildlife, leading to wildlife extinction. Prepare an ecology-free PPT theme that describes how to reverse the health effects of pollution. Discuss topics such
as dinosaurs, eutrophication, as they relate to precipitation due to toxic fumes in air and water. 10387-toxic-ppt-template-0001.pptx (38133 downloads) or sign up to activate downloads (it's FREE)Do you have problems downloading this template? Read the help here. DigitalOfficePro acid rain PowerPoint
Template and Acid Rain PowerPoint Backgrounds help you engage your audience from top to bottom with artistically enhanced and visually stunning slides - aesthetically perfect to meet the audience's current expectations. Most importantly, it's pretty easy to customize the text, color, font, or layout of one
of these PPT templates. Each of our templates comes with a range of PowerPoint charts &amp; charts, shapes and icons. Inspire &amp; inspire your with Acid Rain PowerPoint background templates. Acid Rain PowerPoint templates are available in both standard and widescreen formats. So what's
stopping you now? Use our Acid Rain PowerPoint templates to launch your next PowerPoint show. Acid Rain is a term that is characterized by rain and contains acidic materials such as sulphur dioxide and much more. This free template will help you, and to spread a word about increased sulphur
emissions in the environment. Provide the effects, causes, solutions and preventive measures related to the increased concentration of greenhouse gases in the environment. These slides are absolutely free, so quickly edit now in Google Slides or MS PowerPoint. Acid rain leads to the yellowing and
decay of the monuments, which causes them to suddenly fall apart. Check out our other latest topics here- MyFreeSlides. Feedback from your site is highly appreciated, it keeps us motivated :). Check to see if you see other PowerPoint templates for free social issues. Free : Yes Animated: No Size : 16:9
Win/Mac Ready : YesPreviews Acid RainFirst, we need to understand acidity and basicity. This is measured on a scale called a pH scale. pH is a scale from 0 to 14. 0 is about as acidic as it gets, while 14 is about as alkaline as it gets. Pure water has a pH of 7.What is acid? • It is a measure of dissolved
hydrogen ions (H+) • This H+ likes to attract negative charges, so the more H+ you have in an acid, the more it dissolves things. • Weaker acids, such as orange juice or soda, have less resolution power. What is Basicity? • The same as acids, except now we are talking about an (OH-) • The hydroxide ion
likes to attract positive molecules and releases better the more OH it has. • Things like ammonia or soap are bases (soap eats the oily layer on the skin. Too much soap will eat too much and you dry out your skin.) Now to the problem • Sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide are caused by the combustion of
coal and petroleum products in cars and power stations. • Also found in cigarette smoke. SO2 + OH → HOSO2 • HOSO2 + O2 → HO2 + SO3 • SO3 (g) + H2O (l) → H2SO4 (l) [Sulfuric Acid] • NO2 + OH → HNO3 [Nitric Acid]What makes acid rain? Acid Rain Animation Animation
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